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An increasing number of organizations are measuring and monitoring

and manage its social organizations?

This is still an open question as there as many obstacles o the

implementation of these systems in most organizations. One is political.

Critics on the left view the systems as, at best, "sops" to personnel

people and, at worst, as tools with which to further exploit working

people. Critics on the right view them, at best, as public relations

devices and, at worst, as silly "do-gooder schemes that could poten-

tiaHly lead to unwanted dysfunctional government controls." But their

views converge on Lhe point that most organizations do not want to make

a public accounting of how well they manage people and, more to the

point, that they do not want to be held accountable for it.

Another obstacle centers on the systems themselves. Researchers

from accounting and organizational behavior fields have begun to

theorize about, construct measures for, and debate the implications for

"management control" of the proposed information systems (see e.g.

Lawler, Nadler, and Cammann, 1980). Predictably this has lead to claims

and counter-claims regarding the validity of underlying theories, the

operational tutility of the measures, and the advisability of using the

results in one way or another (Rhode and Lawler, 1973; Mirvis and Macy,

19/a . Research on these matters has been minimal and has largely

served to just provide more grist for the mill for proponents and detrac-
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tors of the various measurement systems. It may well be that arguments

about validity and use are ideological (Flamholtz and Cook, 1976). But,

the obstacle is real.

A third obstacle is the lack of understanding and knowledge as to

what these systems can and cannot do in, to, and for organizations.

Also lacking is understanding about how managers and employees use this

data and the public receives it, and as to whether human resource manage-

ment can be affected by information at all. Although there is documenta-

tion that personnel and attitude data on human resource management can

be of use to organizations, the two best known human resource accounting

systems, in R. G. Barry Corporation and in Abt Associates, are no longer

in existence. Thus, the most significant obstacle of all may be that

such accounting and information systems simply are not "solutions" to

the "problems" ot managing the human organization. This plainly pragma-

tic and researchable concern is the subject of this paper.

This is a report on a program of research conducted by the authors

over t -e past ten years; initially at the Institute for Social Research

(IRS), of the University of Michigan, and more recently at our separate

institutions. It reports on two field studies in which the authors

developed, implemented, and evaluated the impact of new information

systems. The first study involved the creation ot an internal informa-

1101 sy:;tem that combined finaincial and human resource data. It used a

monthly summary rep~ort which was routed to work groups for collaborative

planning and problem solving. In the second study, the authors devised

a reporting system on the quality of work life. It reported the results

in the firm's annual report. A close look at these studies highlights

how such information systems "work" and suggests a number of factors to
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k, considered in their development and implementation. Before turning

w the details and results of these studies, some background information

on the program of research bears review.

A Program of Measurement of the "Human Organization"

All accounting systems are based upon theories that identify and

itink variables descriptive of some aspect of the "behavior" of the firm.

Social accounting systems are based upon more and less developed theories

of social costs and benefits that come from several of the social science

disciplines (Klein, 1977). For human resource accounting, Flamholtz

(1972) and Likert and Bowers (1973), among others, have proposed theories

coniCerning the value of individuals in organizations and of the overall

vjlue of the human resources of a firm. In the beginning of our research

program, Lawler (1974) proposed a model of the organizational and personal

factors that influence employee's attitudes and behaviors in an organiza-

* IOi and, ultimately, the effectiveness of the organization and quality

oit work life of its members. It proposed that:

The characteristics of individuals combine with the character-
1.L i -s of the work environment to produce attitudes and
,.lief:;. .lb, technology, and organizational structure are

r'uc i aspects of the work environment. In turn, organiza-
tional effectiveness is a function of the combined behavior of
individuals as modified by the kind of organization structure
md control system that is used to coordinate their behaviors
iwler, 1977, p. 580).

dditi n, it noted that the "external environment is an important

lintJ,. on both the kinds of behavior that results from attitudes and

Kf, Iiveness of the organization" (p. 580).

'his perspective was by no means intended as an all-inclusive model

v :. human organization and its effectiveness, nor did it purport to

, distinctive bi- and multi-variate relations between the variables

At their many contingent linkages. Rather it was proposed as a framework
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for identifying broad classes of human organization variables and their

impact on people as a starting point for measurement.

T*p kind of measurement suggested by the model posed many problems

as there were no "accepted procedures" for accounting for all of the

variables identified in the model. Clearly, the financial accounting

framework was inapplicable as the variables in the model were neither

linearly related, nor additive, nor could they all be operationalized in

monetary terms. Nonetheless, its principles of measurement could be

adapted to account for some of the variables. Thus, Mirvis and a col-

league developed standardized definitions and measures of a roster of

behaviors in organizations. These included measures of employee's

absences, turnovers, performance and the like, means for reporting them

as incidents and rates, and procedures for translating them into monetary

costs Qlacy and Mirvis, 1976). Lawler and colleagues turned their

attentions to measuring the non-monetary variables in the model. They

developed srvy instruments, interviews, and observation schemes for

measuring characteristics of the job, the organization and the psycho-

logical "states" of organization members (Seashore et al, forthcoming;

Lawler, 1975). The measures were developed with an eye to both their

construct and face validity.

The overall research program at ISR was designed to "test" the

feasibility of measuring the human organization in this way, the validity

of the overarching model and many hypothesized relations within it. A

number of organizational change projects have been evaluated to date

using an "adaptive" experimental design (Lawler, 1977) in conjunction

with these asstssment instruments. In addition, specific studies have

been undertaken to validate components of the model such as the link
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between changes in attitudes, behaviors, and costs (Mirvis and Lawler,

1977) and between changes introduced in the programs and their financial

and social benefits (Mirvis and Macy, 1976b).

The two studies reported here were undertaken to determine whether

oiganizttions could use these mei.sures for accounting and control pur-

poses and, if so, how they could (ajid would) be used. The American

Accounting Association (1966) states that the purpose of accounting

systems is to provide organizations with information for making deci-

sions about the use of resources, for directing and controlling the use

of resources, for monitoring and reporting on the custodianship of

resources, and facilitating social control within the firm. In this

light, it was decided to study whether creating systems that accounted

for the human organization could have such an impact on human resource

management.

I
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Study 1: Creating an Internal Information System1

In 1974, Mirvis, working with two colleagues at ISR, Cortland

Cammann and David Nadler, contacted a full service bank and proposed the

creation of an information "feedback" system. The system, as proposed,

would gather performance, personnel, and attitude data, from records and

directly from employees, and return it periodically to them and their

managers for analysis, problem solving, and goal setting. The idea for

this system came from Nadler's and Gammann's previous work on survey

feedback and managerial control. Briefly, Nadler discovered that most

survey feedback efforts were "one shot" data collections that focused

exclusively on attitudinal indicators of the human organization and that

were not integrated with formal reporting and reward systems (Nadler,

1976). Thus, he recognized the need to link performance and process

data in an organization's data-base and to "feedback" that data within

an accounting and control system. Cammann (1974) noted, however, that

many control systems promoted traditional, "top-down" managerial control

with an emphasis on short-term results and the consequence of numeric

"gamesmanship." Thus, he recognized the need to distribute data to work

groups and to train managers for its use in collaborative problem solving.

These ideas appealed to the vice-president of the bank's retail branches

who, in consultation with branch managers, agreed to experimentally

introduce the information system in ten of the bank's retail branches

,J with ten others serving as controls.

'Portions of this summary are adapted from Nadler, Mirvis, and
Cammann (1976), Nadler, Cammann, and Mirvis (1980), and Nirvis (1981).
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The I)esijn of the System

The proposal to tle bank cal led for employee participation in

system design and implementation. Accordingly, a "diagonal slice" task

force of branch personnel was formed and charged with a design task.

The task force included two branch managers, one assistant manager, one

financial onsultant, two teller supervisors, and two tellers (repre-

sentiing all of the jobs within a branlh), as well as the researchers and

a representative of the vice-president. The task force met regularly

for a period of approximately three months. They first developed a

working contract that spelled out goals, responsibilities, and the

group':s "ground rules." They then compared the "model" of the human

organization presented earlier in the paper with their own "models" of

branch effectiveness and a satisfying work life to identify variables to

be included in the feed-back system. The performance indicators

selftetd induded measures of teller performance (e.g., balancing

a((i racy, number and dollar volume of bad checks), loan performance

[-x , installment loan incomes, percentage of delinquent loans), arid

overall. branch performance (e.g., profitability as a percentage of

budget). The me;jsures of the human organization included teller train-

ing (e.g., the number of specific tasks tellers in the branch were

,al iiiied to pt-rform), employee commitment to the branch (e.g., absentee-

ism and turniover), and survvy data on employee attitudes and perceptions.

ALI data ,ere to he reported in aggregated form, reflecting work group

or Iraiih 1 t'vel results.

Finally, the task fort( decided that the information would be

i.itritetd monthly, and that it would be sent to each branlc h manager

toi- ,ti.tr io Lo branch employee:s. The monthly cycle was chosen to
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be consistent with other informatioi, cycies and to coinctde with existi g

monthly branch meetings.

.! mJ _:eL ! ion of the SY~e111

The new information ystem wa implemented ii fonur stages. he

tirst stage was the creation of the tajr force LNLlf* while the SE7: 2ona

stage involved meetings ir, ea(h of ti:e e.gperimental branches to int.:odu

the new system. Meetings were run b r t1k force mtirbers from the L:anc 2,

who explained the way the new system had been developed, its purpCse,

and the next steps in its implementatioij.

The third stage involved a traininA session (6 hours long) rij.i by

the researchers to familiarixe thl matiagers and . pervisors in t+ie

experimental branches with the nattre ot the new tsytem and the ways it

could be used effectively. The training session included a detai.ed

explanation of the information contained in the moithly zeedback reporl

and a role-playing session with vile,) tape playbach.

In the training session, the iaianage(.s and supt-rvisors were encour-

aged to review the data au a "managemeiit team" antd to meet wih atl

branch employees on a regulIr basij so that the data would be, wortied

with in both peer and hierarchical Aroup. Moreover, the managers and

supervisors were also assureQ that. new information contained in the

feedback reports would not be used to evaluate ttleir performance by the

vice president. This was (lone in arde" to reduce the likelihood that

they would try to "beat the system" by falsifying the data or pressujring

employees to show short-term performance gains.

The fourth stage involved setting up the data collection and pro-

cessing systems and having the feedback reports prepared and sent to the

branches each month.
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'he System in Use

The first few months of the study were planned as time for the

management teams in each branch to become better acquainted with the

system and experiment vith different ways of using it. The first

systematic: data on their actions was collected three months after the

system was operational. Interviews showed that the branches were using

it quite differently. In one branch, for example, the employees did not

even know the feedback system had been implemented because the branch

manager had been putting the feedback reports in his desk drawer; in

another, the manager had held training meetings to discuss the measures

and had followed up by holding weekly meeting with the teller and finan-

ciaI consult,,nt groups to examine the data, solve problems, and set

goals. Between these extremes, approaches to using the system included

branches where the feedback information was posted but seldom discussed

in formal meetings, and branches where the information was discussed in

groups hut few ittempts were made to find solutions to the problems that

me rged.

In addi t ion, branch managers and supervisors appeared to have

ditff.riug degrees of success in stimulating employee participation in

he process . Some managers and supervisors reported that employees were

torut to dls us the intormation in meetings or to make suggestions

1-r thinges. fi somie cases, they were able to draw the employees into

the di ;uss.i os; in others, however, the employees never became involved.

'the initial interviews did stimulate action in some branches. In

,,r, 'ase, the management team started holding regular meetings to discuss

he ,e'dhack and solve probl em:. [it another, the assistant biancli

, h., h ed r s ionsi bi Lty for running the teedback system in the

hr.iu, ,iis t,, the researchers and asked for help in tiguring out how

-9-



to build part iciati on in the branch. The manager who had been putting

tLhe feedback in his desk drawer began to post the information in his

branch, and the teller supervisor in the branch began to hold feedback

meet I i1gs.

After the first six months of the study, a meeting was held with

managers of the branches to discuss their "learnings." A similar

meeting was held with teller supervisors. By that point, their period

of "experimentation" had ended and most had formed their opinions about

what the system could, and could not, do in their branches and they had

developed a relatively stable pattern of using (and not using) the

system. Over the last six months of the study, these patterns endured.

The feedback data was still regularly distributed to employees in all

the branches, and in most, there was some discussion of the results.

Variations remained, however, in the frequency of meetings, the people

who led discussions, and the extent to which employees actually got

involved in problerm solving and goal setting.

By the eiud of the experiment., the researchers observed that the

feedback systew was producing positive results in some branches and

negative results in others. This was particularly striking among tell.r

groups. Some of the teller groups had become actively involved in using

th, feedback system information to exercise control over their work. In

,r. branch, for example, the tel Iers decided to try to icn( rease the

Iercr.ntage of reguilar, as opposed Lo, budget checking accoiints that were

opened ind1(1 inI two months the ratio of regular to budget accounts changed

from I:Z to 2:1. In other branches, the tellers and their supervisors

igreed to try to tipgrade teller skill levels, and tellers learned to

pertorm more tasks.
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In the teller groups where the system was not used regularly, the

results appeared to be quite different. The tellers felt that the

feedback system was another organizational change imposed on them, and

it seemed to be more burdensome than helpful. In at least one case, the

teller group discussed their work schedule at a feedback meeting and,

thereafter, began to question some decisions that were made by their

supervisor. The supervisor thought this was undermining her position

and authority, so she stopped holding the meetings, leaving the tellers

angry, confused, and frustrated.

The effects of the feedback system on the financial consultants

were less clear. It appeared that often the system was used informally

and that the feedback information was not clearly differentiated from

other sources of information. In most cases the information appeared to

be used as a stimulus for problem solving, but most of the decisions were

made by the branch managers with the financial consultants left to carry

them out. The overall impact of the new system appeared to be positive,

but not particularly strong and, in general, the financial consultants

did not appear to perceive much change in their managers' behavior as a

result of the experimental system.

rhe _ Mortance of UsinE__the Svstem

Analysis ot questionnaire data collected before and after the one

v,.., ,xperiment in the branches, and analysis of performance data

rel 1,-(1 ing the first and last three months of the study, confirmed the

con(usions drawn from the researcher's observations; overall, the

feedback system had tiot "worked." Specifically, there were very few

,ignit i ant di fv ences between the pre- and post-measurements for

tel lerr; in either the experimental or control branches, while in the
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case ot the ainantial consultants there were some differences which

indicated a positive effect.

Given the researchers' ongoing observations, these results were not

surprising. The observations did indicate, however, that the management

teams that were using the system effectively were having some success

with it. Thus, to systematically test the proposition that system use

was related to its overall results, the same questionnaire was given to

branch employees twice, six months after its start and at its conclusion.

It asked them to rate the frequency of feedback meetings in the branch

and the effectiveness of the meetings for solving problems, involving

them in discussion, and setting future goals. The researchers then

divided the branches into two groups--high users and low users of the

system--based on the results of these surveys. Subsequent analyses

showed that employees in high use branches were significantly more

likely to see it as worthwhile, useful in problem solving and goal

setting, arid as making a contribution to branch effectiveness. In

addition, changes in pre- and post-measurements for employees in the

high use branches showed that the performance improvements for tellers

ii ti, high use branches were significantly greater than for those in

l,)w use branches. Moreover, they also showed that while attitude scores

Arid turnover rates improved in high use branches, they actually worsened

in low use branches. To more systematically test these findings, corre-

lations between measures of system use arid the change score measurements

were computed. The results showed that feedback system use was directly

related to changes ini teller's attitudes, turnover rates, training

level." and peirformance.
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The overall tonclusion ot the study, then, was that the newly

created information had provided the intormation needed for monitoring,

directing, controlling, and making decisions about the management of

human resources in the bank. But, clearly, the management team's use of

the system determined the kinds of social controls which developed in

branches and their impact on the behavior and effectiveness of branch

employees.

!mic[nations tor De sj i and Impementation

The key question raised by the findings that use determines effect

is: What factors contributed to the management team's effective use of

the system? In search of an answer Mirvis (1981) interviewed all man-

agement teams and identified a roster of factors associated with system

use. It included: The existence of real or perceived problems in the

branches at the start of the study, the leaders' and staffs' knowledge

about, attitudes toward, and instrumental expectations for the system,

and the compatability of the system with related managerial structures,

practices, and norms. A brief summary of these factors yields three

major propositions about the potential of information systems to be

"solutions" to the problems of managing the human organization.

inding..:_A need for the system must be evidenced. In many

r'!.epets the introduction of the bank's feedback system was a "textbook"

intervention. By using the diagonal task force, forming management

t earns, training personnel in the use of the data, and introducing the

system into the branches with task force members, the researchers were

doing what system designers are supposed to do! Nevertheless, the

implementation failed in a number ol branches. One reason was that

managers in those branches saw no need to change their behavior.

-13-



Subsequent analyses showed a high correlation between leaders'

perceptions of the problems in their branches at the start of the study

and Lheit subsequent use of the feedback system. In the branch where

ite mllnat),o held an initial traini ng session with the staff and followed

it ip1 with weekly meeting-,, the otfice had been "so far down," ie noted,

"lth.t we couldn't see our salvation." By contrast, in another office,

known as the "country club" because of its affluent clientel and easy

pace, the manager felt the system was "useless" because the branch "ran

itself." "Why rock the boaL?" he asked.

The importance for design of these contrasting situations is clear.

.Just as financial accounting and monitoring systems are often the "brain-

children" of the financial people, resource accounting and monitoring

systems are often the "babies" of the personnel people. Like proud

parents, they sometimes forget that others may not need or want to have

their progeny around. While designers may make every attempt to get

mati.sgei- to "own" thei r information systems, some wl 1" 'disown" them.

In ,lloluquial "systemantics" (set- Gall, 1977), this can be framed as a

proposition for designers of information systems:

Pr-oposIt ion 1.0: Systems cannot be solutions to those who

have no problems.*

However, devilish designers, like proud parents who have childless

f riends, kiiow that their progeny can a ilso stimulate needs. One empIoyee

noted that her mauager was "horrified by the initial scores" on a feedback

report and made the decision "that change was in order." He recalled,

"I thought the important thing .was not to react personally to the

stOres." An open and frank discuss Ion of the results among managers

,lii penultimate systemantics some insist on calling problems

opliort n i ties."
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was followed by a lively meeting with branch employees. As a result,

the supervisor recalled, "We almost forgot to open the bank." This

suggests a (orollary to the proposition:

Corollary 1. 1: Systems can unearth problems and create needs.

Can--but they can also stimulate "resistence" to change. Another

manager confronted with unfavorable results became very defensive. "The

people filling out the survey say communication isn't good, say they

don't understand the objectives," ie noted, "I don't believe it, but

they say they don't." He felt that something might be amiss in the

feedback mechanics, so he and his assistant changed their questionnaire

responses next month, one checking higher than usual, the other checking

lower. He found (surprise!) that the questionnaire means were unchanged.

When the mathematics were explained to him, he stopped blaming the

computer. Instead he concluded about the ratings: "That's not the way

the staff feels." Another corollary then is:

Corollary 1.2: Systems cannot unearth problems that can be
denied, wished or explained away.

Fi n giit_ 2: The system must- till I.. .need. For information systems

to be "soluLions" they must he perceived as useful for solving problems.

That means users must understand them, must find their underlying

"logic" consistent with their attitti(ts and beliefs, and must believe

they will be of help to them. Here, i gap between system designers and

nsvi can impede implementation.

System user's needs to understand the system are often in sharp

corltrast to designer's needs to devise sophisticated models, precise

measuremenuts, and elegant computation formulas. In the bank, however,

every effort was made to have the users design their own system and to

use the researcher's expertise in design consultation and training.
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But while most users understood the technical system at the bank, not

all were prepared to use it to solve branch problems.

The information system integrated data on various aspects of branch

functioning into a "model" of the human organization. But some managers

found this model abstract and unrelated to their real life experiences.

One noted the consequence: "1 find things that are very absolute much

easier to work with than things that are abstract," adding, "It's easier

when you don't understand something . . . to go on with what you're

trying to get done in other areas." This manager's model of branch

functioning, emphasized that the way to improve branch performance was

to be a "first class loan salesman" and "marketer." Thus, he saw little

relevance in managing the human organization.

Other's "models" of branch effectiveness and work life were more

congruent with that of the feedback system. One high user commented:

"I went into this thing with the idea that it would help me involve

everyone in the management process . . .I really think that's the way

the process ought to take place." Overall the analyses showed managers

arid staffs who anticipated benefits from use of the system were more

likely to use it often and well. A proposition for designers then is:

Proposition 2.0: Systems cannot be solutions unless they are

"instrumentally" "logically" and "psychologically" appealing.

Interestiiogly, those who anticipated improvements in morale and

hirl h ope ration were more likely Io use it well than those who anti-

cipatcd signifi(.int, short-term improvements in financial results.

(;learly they had df-veloped "reasoned" ,xpectations as to what the system

could and could not do. This suggests two corollaries to the proposition:

Co rol lary 2:1: System's "logic" can differ from user's "logic"
and "psychologic."

-16-



Corollary 2:2: Systems cannot be solutions to all logical and
psychological problems.

FHidirg3: _The _ system needs to be .inte&rated into the "_larger"system.

Organization,. are made up ot miny complex interrelated systems.

Problems are often caused by more than one system. Thus, a final pro-

position for designers is:

Proposition 3.0: Systems cannot be solutions to problems
embedded in "larger" problems.

This proposition calls into question the overall design of the

bank's accounting and control system. At the start of the study, the

bank had a traditional control system that measured financial results

that were monitored by top management and were used as the sole basis

for financial rewards. The feedback system was set up as a separate

system (the vice-president running the branches was asked to keep "hands

off") and therefore was not integrated into the i_-rger organization's

control system. As a result, the system had an "operational ring" to

one manager and was seen as "pretty damn threatening" to existing

"control mechanisms" by another. Clearly the formal control system and

the new feedback system were sending managers "mixed messages." One

manager summed his reaction by noting he did not use the system because

no' one from branch administration hid come and "reemed (him) out."

Thus, to mix a metaphor, his itse ot the system "petered out."

In addition, the system was not fully integrated with existing

patterns of control within the branches. One manager contrasted the two

sytems thusly:

"All of a sudden (the feedback system) seemed to kind of take
management of the branch a little bit out of our hands. We
spent a lot of time answering questions as to why we were
doing things .We didn't really do that before . .Prior

to the project, (employees) went ahead and did what (they were
supposed to) without questions about it."
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interestingly, the new and existing control systems may have been more

integrated for the financial consultants. The results showed that these

lenders in both high and low use branches recorded improvements in their

attitudes and lpertormance during the study year. The rese,1ruhers post i-

lated that given their relative autonomy, self-direction, and performance

orientation, the presence of feedback data alone may have been an aid to

their problem solving and "covert" goal setting. By contrast, the

tellers, having less autonomy and control over their work, needed to

discuss and evaluate the feedback results with their superiors and

relied on them to plan ahead.

The findings showed that managers unable to run effective meetings

with tellers caused more harm than good. While training had been

designed to help them cultivate such skills, it was insufficient. One

low user lamented, "in a human problem you're not at a desk, you don't

make a quick decision . .. You've got to listen, listen, listen." He

added that. lie was not "trained" to he a "good listener." Nor according

to, the bank's acconnting and control system, was it his "job" to be.

This raises an important and complex problem for information system

designers: Whether to see themselves as system designers faced with the

task of implementation or as change agents faced with the task of chang-

iig in organization through informat ion. The findings from this study

ulti,,rly irid.ite that even with a sound information base, an efficient

Hv i lha k mechon.ism, and a planned impl ',mentation, an information vstem

.hM,,i' uiay not (h inge an organization. Yindings I and 2 rioted that this

is because "users" may not have problems or may not perceive the system

as the :,olution. But finding :1 suggests that even with problems and a

sound solution, an information system will not change an organization

unIeIs , ther chang's are made to support it.
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It may have been that more training, a more supportive top manage-

ment, and integration of tile information system into the bank's control

system would have lead to its institutionalization as standard operating

procedure. As it happened the bank formed a new managerial-level task

force who voted 3-:3 on keeping the system. The vice-president then made

the decision to discontinue it. The researchers concluded that such

operational "fixes" would not have been sufficient to sustain the system.

The problem centered not so much on the bank's existing control system,

as on the "model" that sustained it and the bank's overall view of human

resource management. Recognizing this, they recommended that new infor-

mation systems be developed within an overall program of change in which

an organization makes a commitment to changing all the systems--and the

human resource culture that envelopes them--toward the end of more

effectiveness and a better quality of work life. The absence of such a

commitment may explain why so many human resource information systems do

not "work" and why firms discontinue them. It suggests that in many

a;,.s . ystem designers need to see themselves as change agents faced

with the task ot khanging an organization through information. It also

suggests two corollaries to the third proposition about information

systvms :

Corollary 3.1; Systems can only be solutions to "larger"
problems when they are part of "larger" solutions.

Co rollary 3.2: Systems cannot be a part of "larger" solutions
tor th se who have no "larger" problems.

Study 2: Creatingan External Reportin n system

In 1977, Mirvis and Lawler, as part of a continuing association

with ,j manufactuiring organization, proposed to measure the quality of

worK lift' in thle firm and to publicly report the findings. This idea
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for the development of an external reporting system came from Lawler's

(1976) ongoing interest in corporate accountability for the working

lives of employees. There have beer, some instances in which corpora-

tions mocasured aspects of the qual ity of work life and reported it to

the public, but a close look at those reporting practices (summarized in

Ernst. and Ernst, 1977) shows the measurements to be spotty and the

reporting sometimes misleading. In no cases were the same standardized

measures used on a consistent basis and typically the data were gathered

and reported by management. The researchers saw three reasons for devel-

oping a standardized, audited, external reporting system.

A first was to test the feasibility of developing measures to

assess quality of work life in the firm. At this point, the Institute's

measurement package was being developed and the personnel record and

attitude measurement procedures were still being "field tested." This

measurement of a client organization provided a real test of the "face

validity" of the indicators. A second was to test the practicality of

prepa riiig an impart ial independernt report on t be results. Procedures

for "anditing" peisonnel records had to be devised a nd it remained to be

seen whether the "auditors" could freely report the data without manage-

ment interference. A third was to assess the policy implications and

the reactions of stockholders and the public to external reports.

The rc'. -arclers argued to tbe orgdnization that since the quality

et work lile can influence tie organiz ation's short and long term success,

iiivc:;tors should see an independent assessment of how the corporation

man,iges its human resources so that they can make intelligent decisions.

-;nhilariv, a case was also made that the public has a right to quality

of work life information for it bears some of the costs of a poor quality
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of work life (poor mental and physical health) as much as it reaps the

benefits of a good one (employee involvement in the economy and community)

(Lawler, Nadler, and Cammann, 1980). The researchers also argued that

by publishing these results the organization would make clear to everyone

within the organization its strong commitment to effective human resource

management, and that by monitoring the organization could help assure

that efforts would be made to do it well. Finally, with the growing

interest in employee's rights, it was reasoned that data should be made

available to current and prospective employees such that they might

better plan their careers and make informed employment decisions.

These arguments appealed to the manufacturing organization whose

rationale for going ahead was described by the Vice-President of Policy

thusly:

We had always included a section about our people and their

work in oor annual reports, but these statements had begun to

sound like "motherhood and apple pie" commentaries. How could

we address this important part of our company in a more con-

crete and meaningful way'?

As we discussed preparatons for the 1977 survey with the

Institute, we began exploring the possibility of publishing

the results of the two studies in our 1977 annual report. At

that tin, wt, concluded it might be a risky thing to do since

we had no idea how the second survey might turn out. What if

it showed that the quality of work life had deteriorated since

1975'?! What would our stockholders and financial analysts

! h i rk'? But then we reasoned that this would not be much

different from publishing financial results comparing the

torrent year with prior years. The risk was more related to

doing something new than we had done before. And as far as we

could determine, no one else had tried it either. So we

decided to go ahead.

It as als, decided to assess the impact of the Quality of Work Life

report on stockholders, financial analysts, employees, and other recipi-

vr t s. Once it hai been derided who was to measure the quality of work

Ite .andl wh(, was toa receive the data, the next step was to begin its

collet t i ' .
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P repa.r iIg _the Repo r L

Defi iitions of the qual ity of work life are plenty and varied.

Their diversity is attributable partly to the interests of those who

study it (academics from different disciplines), those concerned with

improving it (corporations, government, unions) and partly to changing

conceptions of employee rights and employer responsibilities in our

society. For purposes of this reporting effort, an integrated view of

the qualiLy of work life was conceived of as including those charac-

teristics of the organization, the workplace, and the work itself that

influence employee's satisfaction, well-being, and behavior on and off

the job. This broad definition encompassed the economic, social, and

psychological aspects of work and incorporated both historical and

current perspectives as to what constitutes a good quality of work life.

Accordingly the audit focused partly on broadly shared, contem-

porary criteria of the quality of work life: safety, wages, equal

employment practites, and promotions. Records from 1975 through 1977

were audited arid i~icidents of accidents, promotions, and so on were

iotiirtdl and expressed as rates is ilI standardized definitions arid iea-

;uririS'lt proce(duires. A number oi f. tors were measured by a rout ien-

tLal ISR survey wlhich was completed hv 85% of the workforce. It assessod

supervision in the firm, valuiation and reward practices, inid the oppor-

tuitLjo cmployees ha l to ofier suggestions, air grievances, and paiti-

ip it r eedv il:,t i:-. In addition, the survey addressed the satisfaction

oit employees with pay, job security, accomplishments, and other aspects

(l work, their satLislaction with their lives, and their outlook about

their employmen r 1tiare.
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Pubtishi-n thejindjn!s

'he results of the audit were to be published in the organization's

anual t, eport, but after the data was collected, and before the report

was issued, the firm was acquired by the "white knight" corporation in

order to prevent an unfriendly takeover. This obviated the need for an

aanial report. Nevertheless, the officers chose to publish a "Special

Report" which was distributed in the same manner as the annual report

had been in past years and which contained some of the same information.

It included a two page section on the quality of work life in the cor-

poration.

The first page contained a brief summary of the project, a descrip-

tion of the measures, and some guidance on how to read the figures. The

second page reported the findings on the basic elements of work life and

its impact on employees. The combined record and survey data showed,

for t'xample, that accidents had decreased from 2.5% to 1.7% from 1975 to

1977 and that the great majority of employees (92%) said that they were

not expo ed to dangerous or unhealthy conditions oil the job. Data on

wages, promotions, and job satisfaction were also favorable, although

the firm's merit pay program and its employment practices with reference

1c) women were not rated as favorably.

c-,,tt of the report were invited to request a summary document

thaLt n, iiled information oil lhe other aspects of work life, alld compar - ,

atve data on workplace practices from the region and from the National

Survey of Working Conditions. The summary report also provided a detailed

breakdown ot the findings for different job groupings in the organization,

and for women and minorities.
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Reactions to the Audit

Inserted into the Special Report was a post-paid survey for readers

of the quality of work life section. The questionnaire was returned by

142 readers. The results showed that readers were quite interested in

the quality of work life in the corporation: Some 90% said they were at

least somewhat interested while 70% said they were very interested.

Nearly two-thirds said the firm's quality of work life was equally

important to them as the firm's financial health.

The great majority were satisfied with the report's length and

understandability. Most felt it contained the right amount of informa-

tion, though nearly one-fourth would have preferred having more data.

Some 85% of the respondents felt the report contributed to their under-

standing of quality of work life in the corporation. Moreover, 81%

found it an important resource in evaluating the overall health of the

firm.

The respondents were not only interested in receiving such informa-

Lion about the firm, over two-thirds stated that they were in favor of

other corporations issuing such reports. About the same percentage

favored the preparation of reports by outside parties.

A separate analysis was undertaken for the three major groups of

retipients--employees, stockholders, and financial analysts. Over 85%

of the stockholders expressed an interest in the quality of work life in

the corporation and nearly two-thirds equated its importance with the

firm's financial health. Employees were most interested in the quality

of work life and most likely to rate it as equal to or more important

than the firm's financial health. Financial analysts found the data

inore understandable and of the gr.atest help in understanding the qua-

Iily of work life. These findings are understandable as it is hard to
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iHmagine a group with greater interest in quality of work life than

workers and a group with more familiarity with data than financial

analysts. There were no differences between respondents with regard to

their interest in other corporations issuing such audits.

In sum, although the findings by no means represented the reactions

of a random sample of respondents, they did indicate great interest in

the quality of work life, its measurement, and the issuance of a public,

impartial audit of the corporation and of other firms. Moreover, the

firm itself made extensive use of the data for internal management

purposes. First, a written report summarizing the findings was given to

each employee. Second, key managers were given oral briefings on the

findings and potential follow-up actions were discussed. Third, special

reports pertaining to key divisions were prepared and reviewed throughout

the division's work force. By the end of the 1977 measurement, the

external report and internal follow-up was described as an "essential

business activity in the firm."

In 1q79, this activity continued and the 1981 measurement is cur-

rently underway. Yet, in 1979, the results indicated a sharp drop in

quality of work life in the firm and some managers favored an oral

br iel ing only, lest employees distribute data and, in some way, harm the

firm's good reputation. In addition, no public accounting of the 1979

results was issued in the special report. A closer look at "what

happpened" yields some further lessons on the design and implementation

of information systems.

Implications for Design and Implementation

A review of the three findings of Study I helps explain what

happened to the measurement program in the manufacturing firm. With

respect to Finding 2, it is clear that top managers in the firm saw a
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"Inved" for the measurements and pubi] c reports. The Chief Executive

Ottier described this need as follows:

Psychological research tells us that a key human need is to
know where one stands and how one rates. A good manager has
measurements for key areas of business. A Quality of Work
Life audi t provides valid data for one of the cornerstones
that make a business successful - the human resources of the
organization. For managers and for employees, it provides
data about the human resources and organization climate that
lets them know how they and the corporation are performing
today, and are probably going to be performing in the days
ahead. As with audited financial information, it is important
to let others, outside the organization, know this informa-
tion. Publishing the results of the Quality of Work Life
audit demonstrates to stockholders, potential employees,
customers, and suppliers the importance of management's fre-
quently used statement that " .our people are our most
important asset .

By 1979, however, the "need" had changed. The firm had been

acquired by a conglomerate whose management placed primary emphasis on

financial measurements and results. Quality of work life measurements

were seen as "fri Is." In addition, the firm had followed the Government

Wage Guidelines and employees satisfaction with pay and pay fairness

had dipped sharply from the 1977 measurement. Managers who favored an

oril briefing rerognized that, indeed, the system had unearthed problems

and that publi( disclosure could create more! "Why raise the visibility

of the findings to the acquirer?" they asked, "and why risk unionization

attempts fueled by our own statistics?" Others in top management argued

forcibly that such problems could not be "wished away." As a result,

reports were prepak red and distributed to all employees but not to the

gene ra I pub I c

Overall it was clear that top management's logic and "psychologic"

hid charged. No longer was it logi(al to issue a public report of the

findings as there were no longer stockholders and analysts interested in

the firm. Given the decline, however, no longer was it "psychologically"
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logical to limit follow-up to an internal report and briefings of key

people. So the system was refitted to be used for data feedback within

the firm. The overall results were reported along with data on key hypo-

theses as to the impact of the acquisition, the wage guidelines, changes

in the workforce composition, and other changes in the company as an aid

in internal analysis and problem solving. in addition, "feedback" ses-

sions were scheduled with all employees so that they might be more

involved in problem solving. Still, this "solution" was not the solu-

tion to better human resource management.

The firm recognized that problems in work life were embedded in

larger problems. Efforts were started to link the work life measurements

with other human resource activities--selection, development, promotion,

safety, pay administration, and even management decision making--and to

integrate them with other persoinel and financial measurement systems

for control purposes. This activity, however, requires resources,

commitments, and interest; but financial and human capital no longer

conics from profits and from stockholders, it comes from an acquirer less

concerned with management of the human organization and the "larger"

problems therein. As of 1981, these monies were limited and little

could be done. Finding 3 gains further support and yields a fourth

pr qp:.it oii for designers of inform.tion systems:

Proposition 4.0: Systems cannot be solutions.

Look i ig_ Ahead

Our experiences in the foregoing cases show that. it is possible to

combine financial and non-financial indicators of the human organization

iito i "model" of the effectiveness of the firm and the quality of work

lit- o Lts members. Further, it is feasible and desirable to distribute
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information to all those having a "stake" in and custodianship of human

resources; and, when linked with ongoing planning, accounting, and

control functions in a firm, it can facilitate "social control" withi, a

tirm. But the foregoing has also shown that such systems are not "stand

alone solutions" to the problems o1 managing the human organization.

The reasons center on the elusive character ot truly "social" control.

Beth Mlirvis and Lawler hold a normative perspective on social

control; one that emphasizes broad-based dissemination of information

and its participative use for problem solving and planning. Both have

been influenced by the wort of Chris Argyris and Rensis Likert whose

research has focused on organization control systems and on the impact

of particular organization charicteristics in the control of human

behavior (Argyris, 1952; Arutris and Schon, 1978: Likert, 1961, 1967).

fri light of Argryris's and Likert's theories, it is important to ask

whether the kinds of internal information and external reporting systems

presented here can promote the collection of valid information, its

dissenijuation to all concerned with problems and their solutions, and

its collaborative use in ways conducive to personal commitments to

derisions and action steps.

Proposition 1.0 and its corollary 1.2 proposed that information

..y.;tc nts 4,mnot be solutions for those who have no problems or who have

problems that can be wished or explained away. The evidence is incon-

trovertible, that niany contemporary businesses are having problems in

their human organization: high turnover, increasing absenteeism, poor

productivity, poor morale, hostile labor-management relations; the

litainy is endless. Yet, in many firms, these problems are "explained

away" as resulting from lazy workers, incompetent managers, or government
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iIt, v.Itentoil. In divisions, departments, and work units, countless

other explanations are offered in this same vein. In these firms there

is nu (ommitment to valid information. Whatever is collected is melded

into existing frames of reference and used to "thank" employees for

Lh' r interest in the company and "assure" them that steps are being

taken (by someone) to respond to their concerns.

Other firms, of course, take a different perspective on problems in

their human organization and use different methods to address them. The

"mini-revolution" in America's industrial relations bears witness to the

breadth of these actions as does the evolution of new industrial prac-

tices in Europe and in Japan. The increased use of attitude surveys, of

personnel audits, and of other measurement systems to gather valid

information on the state of the human organization is a part of this

trend. Indeed, Corollary 1.1 proposed that such information systems

might serve to unearth problems and stimulate managers to undertake

"data-based" management of their human organization. That assumes,

however, as Corollary 2.1 noted, that managers find the data and its use

for collaborative problem solving to be logically and psychologically

appealing. Yet there were those in the bank and in the manufacturing

firm that found the systems abstract and inconsistent with their own

"models" of the human organization. Moreover, some at the bank were

unable to use the system participatively and others at the manufacturing

firin were unable to involve employees in problem solving. One manager

at Lhe bank summed up his views thusly: "You guys (the researchers)

said it would be easy; it was hard to use the system (well)." Corollary

2.2 proposed that information systems are not solutions to all logical
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and psychological problems. They will not, of themselves, make ineffec-

tive managers effective, directive managers participative, mistrusting

personnel trustful. But they can be useful in managing the human organi-

zation when managers sense a problem, learn how to use them, and learn

when to use them. Corollary 2.1 dictated the need for education, training,

and support in development of this knowledge and skill.

Even with an acceptance of problems and a logically and psychologi-

cally appealing information system and, even with knowledgeable and

skillful users, Proposition 3.0 and its corollaries imply that unless

organizations (and by extension the larger society) address the "larger"

problems of human organization and commit their resources to solving

them, human resource information systems will not be part of the solution

at all, indeed there will be no solution.

Is a solution in sight? We don't feel it is at the present time

because collaborative social controls needed for effective use of these

information systems are not present in most comtemporary organizations.

The organizational society itself, it seems, does not want to have an

honest and public accounting of human resource management, does not want

that intormation disseminated broadly, and does not support the colla-

borative use of the data. Lawler (1976) has argued that organizations

should be held accountable for the quality of work life provided to

employees and that regular measurements should be taken and reported to

the public concerned with employee welfare and well being. His views

were widely criticized in management and academic circles. Even the

proposal to voluntarily measure social performance, advanced by the

Department of Commerce (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1979), was voci-

ferously rejected by the Business Round Table and other business groups.
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The left/right view that organizations do not want to be held accountable

for management of people prevails! At this same time labor leader

William Wimpisinger argued against the use of survey instruments in

organizations as they were the new "stopwatches" of the "efficiency

expert" clique. The right/left view that organizations do not want an

honest accounting of the management of people endures! Without collabo-

ration between business, labor, and government) information cannot be

used collaboratively. In this light, Proposition 4.0 implies that a

"political" solution must precede any wide-spread adoption of informa-

tion systems as solutions to organizational problems.

Whither the market? It might be argued that firms using internal

information and external reporting systems could gain a "competitive

advantage" and, thus, that the merits of these systems would be borne

out in the marketplace. To be sure, the first study showed high users

of the system achieved better "human" and "performance" results and

study 2 showed investors and analysts to be very interested in the

quality of work life in the manufacturing firm. The "market," however,

also gave an advantage to bank managers who concentrated their energies

on lending rather than managing and to the acquirer of the manufacturing

company whose management and control philosophy stressed profits rather

than people. In the short term, the market treats the human costs of

poor human resource management as "externalities." In this light,

Proposition 4.0 implies that a "market" solution must precede any wide-

spread adoption of information systems as solutions to organizational

problems.

Given current political and market conditions, then, it seems

unlikely that "external" pressures will lead organizations, en masse, to
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account for the management of human resources. Moreover, despite the

"movement" to improve human resource management within American business,

given "internal" political and market pressures, it seems unlikely that,

even if established, such systems will last very long. Those pressures

lead to concentration of power, centralization of authority, specializa-

tion of expertise, and standardization of procedures. Such principles

of organization give advantage to power brokers who set their own stan-

dards of accountability, authority figures who favor top-down control

processes, managers and work units who specialize in achieving short-run

economies, and accountants who cannot be bothered developing measurement

systems that account for "intangibles" like human welfare and the deve-

lopment of people. In that light, Proposition 4.0 implies that an

"organization" solution must precede any wide-spread adoption of infor-

mation systems as solutions to organizational problems.

Sadly, organizational behavior and accounting researchers may not

be a part of the solution either. Much of the current organizational

research espouses a "contingency" view of social control that proposes

that authoritarian systems of management can be more "effective" in

certain situations. (Such theories, however, typically focus on a

short-run, limited view of effectiveness; they neglect to ask for whom

the organization is to be effective, the society?, the employees?--and

fail to consider the values embedded in autocratic vs. participative

sysLtems of managements and control.) And, the accountants resistance to

accounting for intangibles and to making public "audits" of intangible

measures a part of their work makes practical experimentation with an

alternative view of social control seem "faddish." All of this can lead

even the most devoted designers of internal information and external
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re-port i g syNtem, thatI acc ount for tlie human orgalli .at liol Lo drink and

despa i r.

However, we are not willing to give up. There are signs that a

"third wave" (Toffler, 1980) is upon the society that will fundamentally

alter politics, markets, and principles of organization. Already big

firms like General Motors have union and management employees collabora-

tively using a "high tech" computerized information system to address

problems in the human organization. Many small firms are using "low

tech" systems of face-to-face communications and newsletters to socially

control their organizations. Moreover, more firms are also accounting

for their investor's consumer's, and employee's concerns in social

audits. Finally, there are accountants and organizational behaviorists,

who are vitally involved in experimenting with large solutions to the

large problems of truly effective organization. History may say that

these researchers and experimenting organizations were among the first

to don the "wet suits" and develop the "solutions" necessary for "riding

the crest."
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